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Observation of Two-Atom Correlation of an Ultracold Neon Atomic Beam
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The intensity correlation spectrum of an ultracold20Ne atomic beam in the1s3f3s : 1P0g state is ex-
perimentally studied. The spectrum shows a peak around the origin with the width corresponding to
kinetic energy spread of atoms in the beam source. [S0031-9007(96)01330-0]

PACS numbers: 34.50.–s, 32.80.Pj
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Various interferometric effects of neutral atomic beam
have been demonstrated in recent years [1–9]. Howev
those experiments deal with the wave nature of a sing
atom. This is in sharp contrast to the case of optical beam
in which interesting results on many-photon correlatio
effects have been studied. This is partly due to th
difference in the technical level of preparing samples. Th
invention of lasers and following development in nonlinea
optics enabled us to work with optical beams with variou
statistical characteristics, whereas for particles with ma
the only sample available for us was a beam of uncorrelat
particles. For random particles the first order correlatio
is constant in time, and a nontrivial spectrum can b
observed only in higher order correlations. Furthermor
to observe a many-particle correlation effect, at least tw
particles have to be found in a single external quantu
state, which was prohibitively small with a conventiona
particle beam. This situation has changed considerably
a neutral atomic beam owing to the laser cooling techniqu
In a Bose-Einstein condensate of alkali gases, which h
been reported recently by several groups [10–12], ato
are in a highly degenerate state. Even with commonly us
laser-cooling techniques it is possible to achieve a dens
in which the probability of finding two atoms in the same
mode is in an experimentally detectable range.

We report in this Letter the first observation [13] of the
second order correlation of a laser-cooled atomic bea
which is the atomic analogy of the Hambury Brown an
Twiss experiment on an optical source [14]. An ultracol
metastable20Ne atomic beam in the1s3f3s : 3P0g state was
generated by releasing atoms from a Ne trap in the1s5f3s :
3P2g state by optical pumping [15]. We restricted the are
of the detector to cover only the diffraction limited portion
of the atomic beam source and measured the time-inter
distribution between two atoms that successively hit th
detector. The temporal correlation showed a peak arou
the origin that corresponded to the energy distribution
the atomic beam.

The joint probability Psr1, t; r2, t 1 td of finding an
atom att andr1 and then an another atom at a later tim
t 1 t andr2 is

Psr1, t; r2, t 1 td  kCjdysr1, tddysr2, t 1 td

3 dsr2, t 1 tddsr1, tdjCl ,
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where dysr, td and dsr, td are the operators to create
and annihilate the atom atr and t, respectively. The
probability Pstd of detecting two atoms separated in time
by t is obtained by averaging the above expression o
r1 and r2 over the detector surface and ont. In our
experimental setup the evaluation ofPstd is not difficult,
if the atomic beam is diffraction limited, and the surfac
of the detector coincides with the wave front of the atom
beam. When the atoms are not correlated and the veloc
distribution at the source has a Gaussian form, the resul
the same as the intensity correlation of a chaotic classic
wave and is given by

Pstd  N2

(
1 1

bp
1 1 sDvtd2

)
, (1)

where N is the count rate of the atom detector an
Dv  my2

s ys2h̄d. The constantb is 1 for bosonlike
atoms and21 for fermionlike atoms. The quantity that
we measured in the present work was the time interv
distribution and was not equal toPstd. However, the
difference between the two quantities was negligibl
small in the temporal range of our interest,jtj # 1ms,
because the average atom countN was in the order of
102 s21, and the probability of detecting an atom within
1 ms was far less than 1. It should be noted tha
when NyDv ø 1, quantum efficiency of the detection
system does not affect the spectral shape of Eq. (1).
the experiment described below, various procedures th
reduce the effective detection efficiency are used; they
not change the spectral shape as long as the reduct
of the efficiency ist independent. However, degradation
of spatial coherence of the atomic beam hitting th
detector does reduce the height of the peak aroundt  0
relative to the background signal. An excessively larg
acceptance angle of the beam and wave-front misma
with the detector surface are such examples; they increa
also the width of the peak, because the spatial coheren
depends onys and slower atoms are less affected. In th
analysis of the following experiment, we useb as a fitting
parameter.

The real experimental procedure was somewhat co
plicated due to technical reasons. Atoms moved ve
slowly compared to photons, and the longitudinal cohe
ence length was extremely short. It was necessary to p
vide an atom detector whose surface matched the wa
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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front of the atomic de Broglie wave within 1mm. Because
of weak intensity of our atomic beam, careful eliminatio
of the transient response of the detector was necessar
obtain a real correlation signal. We used four detecto
and only the atoms that were detected by two different d
tectors were used for analysis. In addition, the experim
was repeated with two configurations in which the spect
shape was expected to be distinctively different.

The schematics of the experimental setup is sho
in Fig. 1. We focused a 598 nm laser beam into t
magneto-optical trap of metastable neon atoms in the1s5
state. The atoms were pumped to a higher2p5f3p :
3S1g state. Half of the atoms in the2p5 decayed to
the ground state. The remaining atoms decayed to
1s3 metastable state. Both atoms were freed from t
trapping force and fell nearly vertically pulled by grav
ity. We ignored the ground state atoms, because th
were insensitive to the detector. By restricting the vie
angle of the atomic beam the spatially coherent po
tion of the 1s3 atoms was detected at 82 cm below th
trap. The vertical velocity distribution of the1s3 neon
atomic source had a Gaussian shape with the1ye ve-
locity ys  28 cmys. At the detector atoms were acce
erated to 4 mys and the velocity spread was reduced
0.5 cmys. The diameterds of the 1s3 atomic source was
estimated from an independent experiment on the doub
slit interference and was 60 to 100mm. The coher-
ent angle at the atomic sourceucoh ø 2hysmysdsd was,

FIG. 1. The experimental configuration. The figure shows t
configuration of the first experiment. In the second experime
two lenses were replaced with a single two-dimension
defocusing lens composed of four spheres. The radius of
curvature of the gold-coated mirror was also changed from 5
to 600 mm.
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therefore,1.8 3 1023 to 3 3 1023. This means that the
diameter of the diffraction limited atomic beam at th
detector was 0.16 to 0.26 mm [16].

The detector consisted of a gold-coated concave mi
with the diameter of 12 mm and four microchannel pla
detectors (MCPs) that detected Penning electrons eje
from the mirror surface. The surface of the mirror w
divided into four quadrants by walls of 0.1 mm thic
aluminum sheets. Electrons ejected from each quad
were received by a separate MCP. The curvature
the mirror was adjusted to coincide with the calculat
wave front of the atomic beam within102 nm. Vertical
alignment of the mirror and the detector was done
using the 598 nm pumping laser. First, the gold-coa
mirror was removed, and the direction of the vacuu
chamber was adjusted so that the laser beam refle
from a liquid surface returned the same path. Th
the mirror was installed, and its direction was adjuste
The deviation of the laser beam from the perpendicu
direction was estimated to be less than3 3 1024 rad.

Electron pulses from each MCP were amplified a
pulse shaped by a discriminator. The signal was th
fed into the second-pulse suppressor that killed pulses
were detected within 6ms after the first pulse from the
same MCP. The device contained a monostable vibra
that was triggered by the first pulse and produced an
hibiting pulse. This pulse stopped the second pulse wit
6 ms coming from the same MCP. The output pulses w
a width of 25 ns from four channels were summed toget
and then fed into an interval counter that started count
by the first pulse and stopped by the second pulse w
a resolution of 16.67 ns. The counter was designed
stop and clear the content whenever the second pulse
not detected within 4ms. When two pulses were detecte
within 4 ms, the event was recorded on a desktop compu
as a near-coincident event. The record carried the t
interval, the position of the activated detectors, the tim
of the event, and the information specifying the operat
condition. The average pulse count was typically 100
200 s21. Therefore the probability of having two pulse
within 4 ms was less than1023. The data collection con-
tinued for 68.3 s and then was interrupted for 0.8 s. D
ing this interruption, we measured the velocity distributi
of the atomic source by a time-of-flight technique [15].
addition, the shape and intensity of the trapped atoms w
always monitored using two charge coupled device ca
eras and were recorded by a videorecorder. The data w
accumulated continuously for 20 to 50 h.

In the first experiment we used two configuratio
that differed in the degree of spatial coherence of
atomic beam. The spatial coherence was controlled
defocusing lenses and a diaphragm placed between
source and the mirror as shown in Fig. 1. The rad
of the curvature of the detector mirror was 500 m
The effective diameter of the atomic beam that
the mirror was controlled by an electrostatic defocusi
lens. The lens was placed 33.6 cm above the mir
3091
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FIG. 2. The second order correlation spectrum: (a) with
coherent atomic beam, in which the beam with the diame
of 0.3 mm at the defocuser was expanded to cover the g
coated mirror of 12 mm in diameter, and (b) with an incohere
beam, in which the beam of 2.3 mm in diameter hit the mirr
without deflection.

and consisted of three aluminum disks with a ho
2.3 mm in diameter. The three disks were separated
2.3 mm. The lens expanded the divergence of the ato
beam by approximately 40 times when a potential
16 kV was applied to the middle disk. The effectiv
diameter of the diaphragm at the lens was then redu
to 0.3 mm, so the atomic beam hitting the detector w
nearly coherent. When the electric potential was n
applied, all atoms that passed through the 2.3 mm h
hit the mirror. Since this diameter was an order
magnitude larger than the diameter of the diffracti
limited beam, the atomic beam was expected to
incoherent. To equalize the counting rate between the
configurations, a one-dimensional defocuser that consi
of two parallel aluminum plates separated by 5 mm w
placed approximately 15 cm below the atomic sour
It expanded the beam divergence along the direct
perpendicular to the slit while giving no effect alon
the parallel direction. A potential difference of 7 kV
was applied when the voltage on the two-dimensio
defocuser was switched off. To reduce the effect aris
from electronic noise the following events were remov
from the analysis: the events that were detected wit
100 atom counts from the preceding or following eve
and all events that contained more than three short (t ,

66 ns) coincidences in the successive 10 events.
Figure 2 shows the observed correlation spectru

Figure 2(a) was the spectrum when a voltage of 6
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was applied on the defocusing lens, while in Fig. 2(
the voltage was switched off. Each point shows t
total number of events during the window time ofDt 
16.67 ns. The data collection time was 47 h for 2(
and 43 h for 2(b). The count of the first point wa
identically zero because the input pulse width was lon
than the channel width of the interval counter. T
peak aroundt  0 is clearly seen in Fig. 2(a), while in
Fig. 2(b) it is almost absent. In spite of the above effort
eliminate spurious pulses, the data near the origint  0
showed irregularly high values. To obtain quantitati
evaluation, we fitted theb in Eq. (1) from the data points
between the fifth and 100th points fromt  0 by using
the average velocityy0  28 cmys, which was obtained
from the time-of-flight measurement. The least-squa
fitting of b gives 1.00 6 0.30 for the coherent case
and for the incoherent case0.19 6 0.15, where the error
indicates the3s value. This means that the separati
between the coherent and incoherent configurations
larger than5s. The inclusion of the second to fourt
data points gives an unrealistic value ofb s. 1d for
the coherent case. However, the separation between
configurations remains larger than5s. If we increase
the number of points excluded from the analysis, t
b slightly decreases and stabilizes at around 0.8
the coherent case and 0.15 for the incoherent case.
the number of exclusions is increased, the error
for the coherent configuration gradually increases, wh
is expected because the existence of the peak re
on the datat , 0.5 ms. The separation between tw
configurations in terms of confidence level remains be
than 3s up to the exclusion of the 12th point. Thi
difference of the correlation spectrum between the t
configurations is a convincing evidence that the obser
peak in Fig. 2(a) results from the second order correlat
of the atomic beam. In the incoherent configuration t
atomic beam diameter was at least 6 times larger t
that of a diffraction limited beam with the average atom
velocity. If the residual peak in Fig. 2(b) is caused b
slower atoms that have a larger diffraction angle, t
height should not exceed 3% of the background cou
Therefore the observed value ofb  0.19 shows that
the effect from the electronic transient response was
completely eliminated. For the same reason the obser
b of the coherent configuration is larger than the val
that would be obtained without a transient response.

In the above experiment the trajectory of atoms betwe
the lens and mirror was altered when the configurat
was switched. We repeated the experiment using ano
set of configurations in which the trajectory of atoms w
identical. In one case the mirror surface was adjusted
match the wave front of the atomic beam, while in t
other case the axis of the mirror was tilted by1022 rad
causing the average arrival-time variation ofta  15 ms
over the mirror surface. To coherently illuminate the ent
mirror surface we used a defocusing lens that consis
of four metal spheres with a diameter of 0.8 mm. T
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spheres were located on the apexes of a 1.26 mm sq
and were placed approximately 48 cm above the mir
A static potential of 1800 V was applied between tw
diagonal pairs of the spheres. The effective diamete
the beam at the lens was 0.25 mm. The radius of curva
of the mirror was 600 mm. In a typical run the data we
continuously collected for 24 h, and the configuration w
switched every 6 h. The result of a 70 h accumulat
is shown in Fig. 3. The data were analyzed by the sa
way as in the first experiment. The dotted line in Fig. 3
was the fitting by Eq. (1) withy0  28 cmys, and the
most probable value ofb was 0.68. The error at3s was
60.29. When the mirror was tilted, the height differen
of the mirror surface caused the shift of the time orig
As a result, the spectral width was expected to incre
approximately by a factorDvta and the peak heigh
reduced approximately by the same factor. The simp
way to approximate this effect is to replaceDv in Eq. (1)
with 1yta. Using Dvta  10 we obtainedb  0.20,
which was shown in Fig. 3(b) by a dotted line. The error
theb at3s was60.19. The confidence level of separatio
in two configurations was, therefore, approximately3s.

In conclusion, we have shown for the first time
quantum statistical two-atom correlation effect by us
a beam of1s3 metastable20Ne atoms. The shape of th
spectrum should change depending on the kinetic en
distribution of atoms. If the distribution has a doub

FIG. 3. The second order correlation spectrum: (a) when
mirror was aligned properly to match the wave front of t
atomic beam, and (b) when the mirror was tilted approxima
by 1022 rad.
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peak, the spectrum will show beating with a frequenc
corresponding to the energy difference of two peak
The beating is also expected if two independent atom
beams are coherently combined on the detector. When
particles obey fermion statistics, the spectrum is expect
to have the same shape with opposite sign. This can
tested by an experiment with odd isotope21Ne atoms. A
recent report on the Bose-Einstein condensation of atom
gas provides an interesting sample, which is not in th
chaotic state. The study by correlation measurement w
be a valuable technique to investigate quantum statistic
nature of correlated samples.
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